
CHOP STALKS, STIR 
LOOSENED SOIL, LEAVE 
A LEVEL SEEDBED
The Reel Seedbed Conditioner is a multipurpose field 
preparation tool used for managing stalks and/or preparing 
fields for planting. 

Size residue in the fall to speed decomposition. In the spring, cut, mix and 
spread residue on top of the field.  Uniform soil density is maintained when 
leveling fall-tilled fields or when breaking crusted soils. 

Plant earlier in damp, cold soils by exposing the soil and accelerating soil 
warming.  With operating speeds up to 10 mph, many acres are covered 
quickly.

FEATURES 
• Toolbar is a heavy-wall 7” 

square tubing. 
• Hardened steel blades 

for soil loosening and 
mixing. 

• Heavy-duty 5-bar flexible 
spike-tooth harrow for 
leveling, stirring, and 
firming. 

• Adjustable feathering 
board for use in high-
residue conditions. 

• Optional 3-bar and rolling 
basket for additional soil 
conditioning. 

• Operate at speeds of 
7-10 mph.

SPR REEL SEEDBED
CONDITIONER



MODEL Cutting Width Approx. Weight Transport Height Transport Width
Field Capacity
(acre/hr)

SPR-1020 20'-0" 7,555lbs 13’-10” 20'-0" 12-19

SPR-1026 25'-6" 8,579 lbs 13’-10” 25'-6" 16-24

SPR-1030 31'-3" 9,860 lbs 13’-10” 31'-10" 19-29

SPR-1036 36'-6" 11,090 lbs 15’-0” 36'-6" 23-34

SPR-1040 40'-2" 11,720 lbs 15’-0” 49'-2" 25-37

Spiral Chopping Blades
Wear resistant, high strength, hard 
blades cut through the toughest corn 
stalks

*Available with 5-bar harrow with feathering board or 3-bar harrow with rolling basket

Learn more at www.mcfarlaneag.comPO Box 100
Sauk City, WI 53583

608.643.3322 
888.627.8569

The Reel Seedbed Conditioner is 
perfectly designed for field preparation.
 
Seven hardened spiral steel blades cut heavy crop 
stubble at ground level and loosen soil around the 
root. 

Next, the 5-Bar Flexible Spike Tooth Harrow stirs, 
levels, and firms the loosened soil. 

Finally, the feathering board completes the 
process, spreading residue and leveling plow 
ridges.

With several options, the Reel Seedbed Conditioner 
can be tailored to a growers’ specific needs. A 
5-bar harrow and feathering board or 3-bar harrow 
and rolling basket are available.

7” Square Tubing Toolbar
Rugged, durable, heavy-walled tubing 
withstands high-speed operations

Multiple Finishing Options
Available with 5-bar flexible spike 
toothed harrow with adjustable 
feathering board or 3-bar flexible spike 
toothed harrow with adjustable rolling 
basket


